Distijl Personal Barrel Selection
Terms and Conditions
●
Distijl is unable to disclose the distillery that produced our aged bourbons due to
confidentiality agreements and partnerships. We WILL disclose the age, the mash bill,
the state of distillation, the classification of the distillery, and the proof of the product,
assuming this information is available to us.
Distillery Classifications (examples for this purpose):
● Heritage: D
 istilleries such as Heaven Hill, Wild Turkey, Barton, Buffalo Trace,
Brown-Forman, MGP, Four Roses, etc.
● Non-Heritage: N
 ew Riff, Rabbit Hole, Jeptha Creed, Wilderness Trail, OZ Tyler, others.
●
Any club or vanity stickers applied to bottles will be done ONLY post-purchase. By signing
this waiver, you agree to assume all responsibility for any re-labeling activity that occurs
post-sale, and you agree to indemnify, defend and hold Distijl harmless in this regard and with
regard to any and all damages or losses Distijl may incur, including but not limited to its
reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs. Distijl will not procure, print, or adhere stickers or labels
that knowingly violate IP or copyright laws, as spelled out below.
●
Labels and designs cannot violate any IP, copyright, etc. Also, the label must be legal with
the TTB and contain no profanity, vulgarity, content that is culturally insensitive, or any other
content deemed inappropriate by the Distijl brand. (See guidelines below.) Distijl reserves the
absolute right to refuse to apply any stickers or labels.
●
Distijl is required to apply our TTB-approved regulatory label to each bottle. If a customer
requires design modifications related to this label, we will work with the customer to modify the
aesthetic look/feel within the TTB approved guidelines, and potentially at the customer’s expense.

Content Prohibited Under Intellectual Property Laws
The following list is NOT comprehensive. Distijl reserves the absolute right to expand the scope
of this list in its sole discretion. If in doubt, consult with an attorney.
●
NO use of names, logos, content, photos, pictures, or other unauthorized use of
intellectual property relating to colleges/universities, professional sports teams, video games,
clubs, organizations, or Olympic merchandise. Modifications may not avoid infringement.
●
NO use of names, logos, photos, pictures, or other unauthorized use of the intellectual
property of musical groups or musical artists. You also cannot modify the name or other
intellectual property relating to these individuals to avoid infringement.

●
NO use of names, logos, photos, pictures, or other unauthorized use of intellectual
property from known distilleries, producers of distilled spirits, or known brands either past or
present. You also cannot modify the name or other intellectual property relating to distilleries or
distilled spirits producers to avoid infringement. Bottle designs, logos, and depictions cannot
mimic or copy the likeness of the brand, in such a manner that would seem confusing to a
consumer.
●
NO use of photos, logos, or other artwork depicting actors, actresses, models, or other
celebrities. Just because you take a photograph of a celebrity does not necessarily give you the
right to use that photograph, even if you digitally manipulate the photograph. Exception: content
depicting political figures is permissible if used to promote political free speech (and not to
endorse products). A political figure is usually a person holding or seeking political office. While
certain celebrities are sometimes active in politics, Distijl does not allow the use of content
depicting celebrities in any manner unless expressly authorized by that person.
●
NO use of logos of companies, trademarks, or names of companies, unless you are the
holder of the trademark or an agent for that company. Documentation identifying your valid
trademark right and the goods and/or services to which it pertains may be required. A valid
trademark right consists of a trademark registered with a national government organization.
Exception: content depicting political parties is permissible if used to promote political free
speech, and the content does not otherwise use or depict other trademarks, names, or logos.
●
Use of logos, names of groups, organizations, or clubs not covered by trademark (such as
a Facebook group, or social club), is permitted, however proof as a right holder or administrator
of the group, club, or organization may be required.
●
NO pictures or photographs of products, such as toys or potentially copyrighted
memorabilia. Even if you own such a product, intellectual property laws may still prohibit you
from featuring pictures of it. For example, you cannot take a picture of a famous toy, and create a
label depicting that famous toy from that picture.
I hereby certify that I have read, comprehend, and will cooperate with the terms and conditions
contained in the statements as described in this document. If I violate any terms and conditions, I
violate my agreement with Distijl and shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless Distijl for any
violation or damages that may result, including reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs.
These terms and conditions are in addition to and not in limitation of any other agreement or
contract entered into between you and Distijl.
NAME (Print): _______________________________________________________
SIGNATURE: ________________________________________________________
DATE:______________________________________________________________
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